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                READ Quest! Fantasy for 2nd & 3rd Grades 

 JE Fiction 
 

Bell, Cece Rabbit and Robot: the Sleepover*  Rabbit’s carefully planned visit with Robot doesn’t work out 

exactly as he imagined in this offbeat tale of two comically mismatched friends. 50p. 

Disney A Fairy Tale*  Not sure that she wants to be a tinker fairy, Tinker Bell asks her friends to help her 

find a new talent -- with disastrous results. Disney Fairies, 43p. 

Hoff, Syd Danny and the Dinosaur*  Danny spends an unforgettable day in the city with his friend, the 

museum dinosaur. Charming and comical illustrations add to the fun of this classic series. 64p.  

Meadows, Daisy A Fairy Treasure Hunt*  Queen Titania sends the Jewel Fairies on a very special treasure hunt in 

Fairyland. Rainbow Magic, 32p.  

O’Connor, Jane Lulu Goes to Witch School*  Lulu the witch is nervous about her first day of school. She likes 

everything about it, though, but her classmate who does everything better than she does. 48p. 

Pilkey, Dav A Friend for Dragon*  Tricked into believing an apple is a new friend, Dragon is sad when a 

walrus eats it. Zany series by the creator of Captain Underpants. Dragon Tales, 46p.  

Yolen, Jane Commander Toad in Space*  The intrepid crew of the space ship Star Warts lands on a water-

covered planet inhabited by Deep Wader, a horrible hungry monster. 63p. 

 

        More Challenging Books in JE Fiction  

Broach, Elise The Miniature World of Marvin & James*  When his best friend, a boy named James, goes on 

vacation, Marvin the beetle worries he may lose his friendship. Masterpiece Adventures, 104p. 

Elliot, Rebecca Eva’s Treetop Festival*  Young owl Eva Wingdale organizes a fun (and elaborate!) Bloomtastic 

Festival and learns to ask friends for help. Adorable illustrations. Owl Diaries, 71p.  

Hale, Shannon The Princess in Black*  When monsters threaten, Princess Magnolia ditches her dresses and 

becomes the ninja-like Princess in Black! Lots of action and humor. Princess in Black, 89p.  

Lubar, David Stranger Things*  When ordinary third-grader Ed finds a coin with the words "strange" and 

"stranger" on both sides, weird things start happening around him. Looniverse, 90p.  

Marco, Cyndi Let’s Get Cracking*  Unlikely superheroes Gordon & Benny must save Fowladelphia from 

scheming Granny Goosebumps. Kung Pow Chicken, 72p.  

Roland, Timothy Monkey Me and the Golden Monkey*  Clyde eats a banana that has been zapped by lasers and 

starts to feel weird. Now when he gets excited, he turns into a monkey! Comic artwork. 90p. 

West, Tracey Rise of the Earth Dragon*  Drake is destined to be an onion farmer until one of the king’s men 

scoops him up and takes him to the castle to become a Dragon Master. Dragon Masters, 90p. 
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J Fiction  

Abbott, Tony The Hidden Stairs and the Magic Carpet*  Three friends discover a staircase to another world 

 full of enchantment and adventure. The Secrets of Droon, 80p. 

Coven, Wanda Heidi Heckelbeck Has a Secret*  8-year-old Heidi has a secret--she’s a witch in disguise! 118p. 

Coville, Bruce The Dragon of Doom*  Life in Pigbone is dull until an aspiring magician and his talking toad 

 arrive and ask Edward to help them slay the Dragon of Doom. Moongobble & Me, 69p. 

Duey, Kathleen Moonsilver*  Heart, an orphan, finds an injured white horse.  Is Heart destined to care for it,

 and is it really a horse?  A beguiling tale of love and healing. The Unicorn's Secret, 78p.   

Erickson, Russell A Toad for Tuesday  Can Warton the toad persuade a hungry owl not to eat him for dinner? A 

small-scale Wind in the Willows with excitement, humor and charming illustrations. 63p.  

Holub, Joan Zeus and the Thunderbolt of Doom*  When ten-year-old Zeus is kidnapped, he discovers he can 

defend himself with a magical thunderbolt. Heroes in Training, 100p. 

Hopper, Ada March of the Mini Beasts*  When mad scientist Dr. Bunsen brings toy animals to life, 3 whiz kids 

must track down the baby animals before they become full-grown. The DATA Set, 125p. 

Kessler, Liz The Tail of Emily Windsnap*  After convincing her mother that she should learn to swim, Emily 

discovers an amazing secret about herself that opens up a new world. Emily Windsnap, 208p.  

Klimo, Kate Dragon in the Sock Drawer*  Kids find an egg that hatches a dragon!  Dragon Keepers, 159p. 

Le Guin, Ursula Catwings*  Four young winged cats leave the city slums and meet two kind children. 39p. 

Mass, Wendy Archie Takes Flight*  On ‘Take Your Kid to Work Day,’ Archie discovers that his father drives a 

space taxi that shuttles aliens from one area of the universe to another. Space Taxi, 101p.  

McMullan, Kate New Kid at School*  Wiglaf, the picked on and sensitive son in a family of louts, heads off to 

 dragon-slaying school. Dragon Slayers' Academy, 91p. 

Osborne, Mary Pope Dinosaurs Before Dark* Jack and Annie find a Magic Tree House and travel in time. 68p. 

Pilkey, Dav Ricky Riccota’s Mighty Robot*  A mouse  saves a giant robot from the evil Dr. Stinky.  111p. 

Quinn, Jordon The Lost Stone*  Lucas, Prince of Wrenly, and Clara, daughter of the Queen's seamstress,  team 

up to find a lost jewel and find excitement in the kingdom, too. The Kingdom of Wrenly, 114p.  

Scieszka, John Knights of the Kitchen Table*  A book from his magician uncle takes three friends back in time 

 on wacky and swashbuckling adventures. Time Warp Trio, 55p. 

Stone, Rex  Attack of the Tyrannosaurus*  Tom and Jamie discover a prehistoric world filled with dinosaurs! 

   Budding paleontologists will love the dino facts plus adventure. Dinosaur Cove, 68p. 

Trine, Greg Curse of the Bologna Sandwich*  Melvin, young graduate of the Superhero Academy, battles 

 villains and his weakness for bologna, to save the day! Melvin Beederman, Superhero, 138p. 

* and more in the series        
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